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SUMMER SESSION CALENDAR

THE REGULAR SESSION
JULY 5
JULY 6
AUG. 11-12
AUG. 12
AUG. 24-25
AUG. 25

Registration
Classes Begin
Examinations, 6-week session
Six-week Session closes
Examinations, 8-week session
Eight-week Session closes

All six-week and eight-week courses will meet the first Saturday
and the sixth Saturday.
THE SHORT
JUNE 19-JUNE 30
JULY 5-JULY 15
JULY 5-JULY 15
JULY 5-JULY 15
JULY 5-JULY 21
JULY 5-JULY 21
JULY 5-JULY 22
JULY 17-JULY 28
JULY 17-JULY 28
JULY 24-AUG. II
JULY 24-AUG. 11
JULY 24-AUG. 11
JULY 31-AUG. 4
JULY 3 I-AuG. 11
JULY 31-AUG. 11

AUG.
AUG.
AUG.
AUG.

14-AuG.
14-AuG.
14-AuG.
14-AuG.

25
25
25
30

SESSIONS AND WORKSHOPS
Driver Education

China Institute
Workshop for Early Elementary Teachers
Workshop for Debate Teachers
School Nursing
Directorship in Physical Education (A)
Field Biology (Raquette Lake)
Comparative Education

Economics Workshop
Directorship in Physical Education (B)
Nurse- Teachers-Methods and Materials
Geology of New York State
Comparative Physical Education
Institute in Elementary Education

Mental Health Workshop

THE POST SESSION
Driver Education
Elementary School Mathematics
New York in Literature
Government and Politics

Short Sessions scheduled July 5 through July 15 meet both Saturdays.
Short Sessions scheduled July 5 through July 21 meet the first and
second Saturdays.
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The Cortland Summer Session

IN

rms CATALOG you will find more than one hundred
and fifty courses and special seminars and workshops which
have been arranged so that both graduate and undergraduate students have a wide selection. The regular staff of the
college is supplemented by a number of outstanding teachers and lecturers. It is the aim of the summer session to
provide excellent courses under the leadership of instructors
who are particularly suited to serve the needs of the teachers
and students who come to Cortland. It is this spirit of service
that has distinguished the college and continues to be one
of its prized assets.
As you look through the following pages you will note
the many different types of programs available. For a more
specific reference see the index at the back of this catalog,

Accreditation of the College
The State University College of Education at Cortland has
been accredited by the following official bodies: The Middle
States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, and The
Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York,

Special Note

Please mail the Advanced
May 1.
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Registration

Form before
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THE SIX WEEK
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
In each of the areas listed below the college offers programs of
study leading to the Master of Science degree. During the summer
session full offerings of professional, technical, and cultural courses
are available. Complete details of the requirments in each of these
programs will be found in the graduate section of this bulletin.
1. Elementary Education. Courses and seminars in education, in
materials and methods of subject fields such as reading and arithmetic. Newer developmeots in the field.
2. Elementary School Supervision and Principalship. For teachers working for certification in these fields. Basic required courses
and experiences from able leaders.
3. Intensive Teacher Training Program.

A special program for

college graduates not previously trained to teach in elementary
schools. Basic courses, observation and practice with children.
Provisional certificate after one summer.
4. Physical Education. Complete graduate program for teachers in
this special field. Some work required in related field of either
health education or recreation education.
5. Health Edncation. Graduate courses and seminars for teachers
already certified in health or physical education. Correlate study
in physical education or recreation.
6. Recreation Education. For teachers and recreation leaders of industry and public communities. Builds on previous training in
physical education, or health as well as upon recreation education.
7. Administrative Directorship in Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation. Special program leading to the state certification.

8. Secondary Education.
Courses in areas of English, social
studies, science, and mathematics for early secondary school
teachers and in mathematics and science for secondary school
teachers.
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SUMMER

SESSION

UND.ERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
During the summer session the undergraduate offerings have
been chosen to meet the anticipated needs of the groups listed below.
The program is arranged so that each special group of students
should be able to find a combination of courses that will fit its particular needs. More details and a listing of available courses will be
found in a later section of this bulletin.
1. For Former Normal School Graduates. Courses leading to the
bachelor's degree for graduates from two-year and three-year
normal school curricula.
2. For Teachers Seeking Certification. Various courses in elementary education, in health education, and physical education
for meeting state certification in these areas.

3. For Dental Hygiene Teacher s. All the courses required for
either the permanent or the provisional certificate in this area, in
New York State. Also a number of offerings for the elective
section of certification requirements.

4. For School Nurse Teachers. Numerous courses in a variety of
fields approved for meeting certification requirements. A special
three-week short session. Also regular six-week offerings for fulfilling special field requirements.
5. For Cortland Undergraduates.
Many courses in professional
education and in areas of the liberal arts such as English, history,
geography, science, mathematics,

music, and art.

6. For Students From Other Colleges. For fulfilling deficieucies
and for advancemeut of standing, many courses in the traditional
areas of science, social studies, English, etc. are available.
7. Accelerating Students in Elementary Education. An eight-

week schedule described in another section of this bulletin.
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Workshops and Short Sessions
In Elementary Education
1. Education 852, Workshop for Early Elementary Teachers.
Developmental program including readiness activities in specific
curriculum

areas. Creative

relationships.
July 5 to July 15
(lnc. Sat.)

experiences

and parent-community

12:30-3:30

2 semester hours

2. Education 807, Comparative Education.

Study of selected foreign educational systems such as those of
England, Denmark, France, and Russia.
July 17 to July 28
12:30-3:30
2 semester hours
3. Education

780, Institute

in Elemeutary

Education.

Use and appraisal of various auto-instructional materials in teaching and evaluation. Automation in education, in design and
practice.
July 31 to August 11
12:30-3:30
2 semester hours
4. Education 722, Elementary School Mathematics.

New trends and developments in the mathematics of the elementary school. Specific problems confronting teacher and supervisors at the several grade levels.
August 14 to August 25
9: 00-1 :50
2 semester hours

In Academic Areas
1. English 757, New York in Literature.
New York as seen by major writers including: Irving, Cooper,
Whitman, Howells,

Crane, Dreiser, Dos Passos, Fitzgerald, and

Salinger.
August 14 to August 25

9:00-1 :50

2 semester hours

2. English 772, Persuasion.

Workshop in debating technigues centered in cross-examination.
For debate coaches and students with special interest in this field.
July 5 to July 15
10:00-1:00
2 semester hours
(Inc. Sat.)
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3. Social Studies 752, Chinese Civilization, The China Institute.

Under leadership of distinguished Oriental scholars, the group
studies the Chinese people, various aspects of their culture; and
their contributions to civilization. Interrelationships of various
cultures. A "China Night" and other group activities.
July 5 to July 15
12:30-3:30
2 semester hours
(Inc. Sat.)
4. Social Studies 753, Workohop in Goverument

and Politic •.

Public policy and how it is formed. Emphasis upon New York
State and local political party and interest group activities. Involves field trips. Some additional expenses will be involved in
the trips. For details of the program, schedules and costs write
to Mr. William Rogers at the college.
August 14 to August 30
9: 00-1: 50
3 semester hours
(Inc. Sat.)
5. Social Studies 756, Problems

in Economic •.

A teacher's understanding of selected topics in economics for personal and professional background.
July 17 to July 28
12:30-3:30
2 semester hours
6. Science 705, Field Biology.
Plants and animals of ponds, lakes, streams, woods, and fields of
the Adirondack region. Conducted at the college camp on
Raquette Lake.
July 5 to July 22
all day
3 semester hours
7. Science 725, Geology of New York State.

Land forms and geological events leading to their development.
Frequent field trips in the central New York area.
July 24 to August 11
1: 30-4: 50
3 semester hours

In

Health

Education

I. Health Education 706, Seminar in Mental Health.
An advanced course laying stress on basic principles of mental

hygieneon problems in the total school situation.
July 31 to August 11
1:00-3 :50
2 semester hours
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2. Health Education 709, Methods and ~Iaterials in School
Nurse Teaching.
Instructional techniques and skills necessary to the various responsibilities of the nurse-teacher.
July 24 to August 11
8:00-10:50
3 semester hours
3. Health Education 7U, School Nursing I.
Function and service of school nurse teacher in family, school,
and community health. Records, reports, and legal aspects.
July 5 to July 21
8:00-10:50
3 semester hours
(Inc. First 2 Sat)

In Physical Edncation
1. Health and Physical Education 517, Driver Education.
For instructors of driver training in high schools. Secondary
school teaching certificate required in New Yark State.
June 19 to June 30
9:00-3:50
2 semester hams
August 14 to August 25
9:00-3:50
2 semester hours
2. Physical Education 712, Comparative Physical Education:
Selected European Programs.

Reading and discussion on contemporary physical educatioa
programs in selected European countries.
July 31 to August 4
1:00-4:00
1 semester hour

3. Physical Educatiou SUA aud SUB, Directorehfp in Physical Education aud Related Areas.
The various aspects of the responsibilities and duties of a school
director of physical education and related areas. These two units
of three weeks each constitute basic work for special director's
certificate. Admission must be approved by the Director of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. For fuller details
see the course descriptions.
A. July 5 to 21
(Inc. First 2 Sat)

8:00-11:50

4 semester hours

B. July 24 to August 11

8:00-11 :50

4 semester hours
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ADMISSION TO SUMMER STUDY
Undergraduate Students

Admission and programs for all undergraduate students must
be approved by the Dean of the College. All undergraduate students
whowish to take courses at this college for transfer credit to another
collegemust file with the Dean of the College the form located in the
backof this catalog.
Students taking courses to meet certification requirements need
special information from the Bureau of Teacher Education and
Certificationat Albany as to the courses they must take.
Students who are classified as "accelerates" in the curriculum of
elementary education have been previously admitted to the college
by the Director of Admissions. Their names must be on the file of
approved accelerating students in the Dean's Office.
It is important that admission and advisement concerning
coursesbe arranged well in advance of the opening of the session.
This may be done personally or by correspondence. Particularly,
formernormal school graduates who are working toward their bachelor's degrees should have their previous work evaluated and their
plans for completion through summer study and by extension approved in advance because certain state regulations must be met.
Graduate Students

Graduate students who are entering this college for their first
summer of graduate study should file the Advanced Registration
Form.They will then be sent an "Application for Admission to Graduate Study" which when received will be acted upon by the Dean of
the College.Advisement for those students who have not matriculated
for the Master's degree will be given by the appropriate Director:
(a) Director for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation or (b)
Director for Elementary and Secondary Education.
Matriculation and candidacy for the master's degree is arranged
after the student has completed six semester hours of graduate stndy
on the campus. Matriculated students have assigned advisers with
whomthey must consult in arranging programs.
Students taking courses to meet certification requirements need
specialinformation from the Bureau of Teacher Education and Certificationat Albany as to the courses they must take.

9

Graduate students who wish to take courses at this college for
transfer credit to another college must file with the Dean of the
College the form located in the back of this catalog.
College graduates who plan to enter the Intensive Teacher
Training Program must be admitted to this program by the Dean
of the College prior to the opening date of the summer session. This
Intensive Teacher Training Program assumes prior graduation from
an accredited college, no previous preparation to teach in the elementary schools, and the intent to serve as elementary school teachers.
An official transcript of the undergraduate record should be sent to
the college. Official admission forms may be obtained from the Dean's
Office.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

AND PROCEDURES

Student Responsibility

During the summer sessions the principles and regulations governingcourse work and credit which are printed in the regular college
catalogremain in force. The college expects those who are admitted
to carry their responsibilities as students so that their work is a credit
to themselves and to the college. Hence, the college reserves the right
to terminate the enrollment of any student whose conduct, class
attendance, or academic

record

is unsatisfactory

to the college

officials.
Cancellation of Classes

The college expects to offer all regular classes scheduled. However, if enrollments in some classes in the six-week and the eight-week
sessionsare as low as eight students, the college reserves the right to
cancelsuch classes and adjust the programs of students affected. Certain short session work such as courses listed in the pre-session and
the post-session require minimum
announcements of these courses.

enrollments

as printed

in the

Grades and Standards
During the summer session the same standards and marking

systemas employed during the regular college year and described in
the general college catalog will be used.
Final grades will be mailed directly to the students at the close
of the summer session.
Transcripts

The Registrar's Ollice will supply one transcript of a college
record without cost. Subsequent transcripts will cost the student one
dollar each.
Normal and MaximuDl

Loads

The normal load of college work receiving credit is six semester
hoursin six weeks and eight semester hours in eight weeks. Students
of superior ability, as revealed through previous records, will be permittedto carry a maximum load of not to exceed eight semester hours
io six weeks and ten semester hours in eight weeks. Undergraduates
arrange for permission to carry maximum loads through the Dean's

Office.Graduate students lile a petition with their advisers for approvalof a maximum load at the time of counselling for enrollment.

1I

FEES AND EXPENSES
State University of New York has established tuition and college
fees for summer sessions, as indicated below:
Tuition, per semester hour of credlt ..
Late Registration Charge

~

.

__ $15.00
_
5.00

State University Fee
For each regular summer session and accelerated summer session student
~
_

10.00

For each special summer session student, per semester

hour of credit
~~
. _
College charges for the summer include:
College Activity Tax, per student enrolled in six-week and
eight-week

sessions

,

~

Graduation Charges, for students in final term of work:
A. Candidates for the bachelor's degree ._
B. Candidates for the master's degree
~

1.75

_

3.00

_

12.00
14.00

A student leaving the summer session or withdrawing from a
summer session course at any time during the first five school days of
the session shall be entitled to a refund of the amount of the fee paid
for the summer session or for the course. There is no refund of the
College Activity Tax or Late Registration Fee. Registration day is
considered a school day.
Students who are enrolled only in a workshop or short session
do not pay the College Activity Tax and hence do not participate in
the social and recreational affairs of the summer session. Each such
workshop group may adopt its own extra-class activity.
Lockers and Towels

Students who need towels and locker space may arrange for
them on July 6 at the Business Office. A representative of the FacultyStudent Association will collect $2.00 for each locker and towel
needed. At the end of the session, a refund of $1.00 for each lock
and towel returned in good condition will be made.
Scholarships

Recipients of New York State Regents Scholarships and Regents
War Service Scholarships should notify the college Business Office of
12

scholarshipentitlement before the registration date of the summer
session.Evidence of entitlement to scholarships must be in the BusinessOfficeof the college before the exemption from payment of fees
at registration time can be granted.
All fees are due and must be paid at the time of registration
exceptthe fees of scholarship holders as mentioned above.
Free Instructional Service for Supervisors

In-service teachers who have supervised student-cadet teachers
duringthe previous two school years are granted tuition-free study on
eitherthe graduate or undergraduate level at the rate of six semester
hoursfor having had one or more cadet teachers for a full year. Thus,
if such service was given for one semester,

free tuition would be

grantedfor three semester hours of study. Requests for this tuition
freestudy should be made prior to enrollment on forms provided by
theDirector of the Summer Session and must be approved by him.
Faeilities

of the College

All the facilities of the college which serve more than two
thousandstudents during the regular year will be available for the
summersession. Thus classrooms,

conference

rooms, laboratories,

housingunits, and food services will be provided in accord with the
summerneeds. The college will operate the campus elementary
schoolso that students in the early stages of teacher preparation as,
forexample, beginners in the Intensive Teacher Training Program
mayobserveand participate in the work of teaching.
In a summer session the most important facility is the faculty
of competent educational leaders. The stat! includes people chosen
fromthe regular college faculty and visiting professors who have
heenselected for a particular service. At Cortland, the summer stat!
isgenerallyavailable for counsel on problems that fall within their
ownareas of specialization.
Location

of tile College

Cortland is located at the geographical center of the state about
midwaybetween Binghamton and Syracuse. Because of the altitude
of more than twelve hundred feet, the summer climate is usually
verydelightful.
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Registration
Advanced Registration by Mail.
It is hoped that most of the 1961 summer session registrations

may be completed by mail so tbat students need not report on registration day, July fifth, but will come to their first classes on Thursday,
July sixth. To complete registration by mail:
A. Use the buff sheet inside the cover of this catalog and send
it to the summer session office before May first.
B. The college will use this form to advise the student and
will send him an acknowledgement and amount due in fees.
In order for the college to process the payment of fees these
must be received before June 15th.

Registration

on Campus Jnly 5th.

Registration for the six-week and the eight-week sessions should
be completed at the college on Wednesday, July 5th. Procedures for
registration will be found in the corridor of the main college building. The final date for registration with full credit is Monday, July
10. All registrations after July 5 must be approved by the Dean of the
College. A fee of five dollars will be charged for each approved late
registration. Classes begin Thursday, July 6.
No changes in selection of courses will be approved after Monday, July 10. Any changes sought by a student must be discussed with
his adviser and approved by the Dean of the College.
Registration for workshops and short sessions within the period
July 5 to August 12 may be completed at the regular registration on
July 5. Or, these may be made at the first session of the workshop.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Stu<1ent Health

Service

The primary purpose of the Health Service is to provide proper
carein first-aid and the treatment of patients with minor illnesses
not requiring hospitalization.
The student does not receive total
healthcoverage while in attendance at college as infirmary facilities
arelacking; however, every effort is made to meet the needs of the
studentsthrough cooperation with local physicians in Cortland and
thelocal hospital when more intensive and prolonged care is necessary,In cases of severe injury or acute illness the students are hospitalzed in the Cortland Memorial Hospital under the supervision of any
localphysician of the patient's choice. These physicians work in close
cooperation with the college physician and the College Health
Service.
In addition to the treatment of injuries and illnesses, the Health
Serviceperforms periodic physical checkups, special examinations
whennecessary, and physiotherapy.
Residence for Students
During the summer school the Health Service is maintained by a
physician and a nurse. No health fee is charged for the work performedby the College Health Service; however, all expenses incurred
with local physicians and hospitals must be borne hy the stndent.
Collegestudents enrolled at Cortland during the previous academic
year are automatically covered by their college insurance which extendsfrom September 1, 1960 to September 1, 1961.
The medical offices are now located in the James M. McDonald
StudentHealth Center, 60 Tompkins Street.
During the summer, the College Residence Halls are open to
both graduate and undergraduate
students.
A woman over 22, a dental hygienist, or a temporarily enrolled
womanstudent who has had two years of post high school study and
twoyears work experience will be grouped with graduate students

with no curfew regulations.
Women make their summer housing

arrangements by writing

directlyto the Dean of Women (See Housing Application in back of
this bulletin). Meu wishing housing information
should write directlyto the Dean of Men.
A limited number of apartments and rooms in private homes are
availablethrough the office of the Dean of Women,
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Food Services

Meals are available from the College Food Services. During the
summer meals may be obtained at the cafeteria or the snack bar in
Neubig Hall.
Veterans' Benefits

Veterans who are planning to study at Cortland uuder Public
Law 550, the "Korean Veteran's Bill," should file VA Form 7-1990
"Application for Program of Education and Training" with the
Veterans Administration. This should be done in advance of the
opening of the summer session. The veteran must report to the
College Veterans' Office during the registration period with his "Certificate for Education and Training," VA Form 7-1993. He must
report to the office at the end of each month and sign the certificate
of attendance.
The Veterans Admiuistration determines all policies governing
the administration of the law. Technical questions should be referred to the nearest Regional Office of the Veterans Administration.
Veterans pay fees when due the same as all other students.
War Service Scholarships

War Service Scholarship recipients should notify the College
Business Office of such scholarships before the official opening registration date of the summer session. If no notification is received by
the Business Office, no exemption from payment of fees can be
granted. All scholarship transactions are handled through the College
Business Office.
The College Bookstore

The College Bookstore, located in Neubig Hall, sells textbooks
and miscellaneous college snpplies.
Teacher Placement Service

The services of the Placement Office are available, without cost,
to members of senior classes, former graduates, and to graduate
students including those enrolled in the Intensive Teacher Training
Program. The Placement Office compiles credentials and assists
candidates for professional positions in making contacts with school
officials.
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Student Parking

The College maintains a parking lot for student use on upper
ProspectTerrace. In addition, a new stndent parking lot is located
directlybehind Hendrick Residence Hall. Under no conditions are
studentsto park in college driveways or in the parking lots reserved
forthe summer staff of the college. Students with physical disabilities,
whobelievethey should receive special attention, should consult with
theDean of Men's Office, Room 109, Main Building. Traffic regulationssimilar to those in effect during the regular college year apply to
thesummer session,
Recreation and Special Events

Many recreational facilities are available in the college and in
thecommunityof Cortland. These range from sports such as swimmingand golf to cultural activities such as music and drama. The
college,through a committee of students and faculty members, plans
a programof picnics, luncheons, discussions, and lectures,
Several summer theatres are within easy driving distance. This
summer,as in past summers, groups of students with a common inter-,
estmay organize special theatre groups.

Specialworkshops and seminars bring to the campus outstandingspeakersin their special fields. Many of these lectures are open to
all collegestudents.
A Varied Summer Program

The 1961 summer session offers more than a hundred courses for
tbeprofessioualand cultural development of students and teachers.
Inadditionto this the college has scheduled numerous special workshops,institutes, and short sessions ranging from two to three weeks.

Thisenablesa student a very wide range of choice. He may enroll for
oneor more courses for six weeks and supplement this selection by
cboosing
one or more of the special shorter sessions. By selecting two
consecutiveshort sessions a student can arrange a full-time program

ofunitsof intensive study.
Coordinating With Extension Program

Sincemany of the summer students at Cortland take extension
coursesoffered by tbe college during the year it is wise to select

17

summer courses that are usually not available in extension if those
are needed to complete the requirements for a degree. The extension
schedule usually contains many courses in the fields of education,
English, and social studies. Laboratory courses in science are not
offered in extension. This extension schedule for 1961-1962 will be
available early in August, before the close of the summer session.
Choosing a Summer Program

Summer students should consult with their appropriate advisers
in selecting appropriate courses or workshops for their particular
needs. After having studied the list of courses and course descriptions
a tentative schedule should be prepared. In the front of this catalog
is a buff sheet which should be filled out and mailed to the college.
This will enable a student to complete his registration by mail.
Students must send in the Advanced Registration Form by May 1st
in order to allow advisors time to check the proposed courses.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION
By sending the Advance Registration Form to the college
before May first, your advisement and registration may be completed by mail so that you need not report on registration date,
July fifth. All who have completed registration including payment of fees by mail will report for classes on July sixth. There
is an extra fee for those who do not complete registration before
July sixth.
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SPECIAL UNDERGRADUATE

PROGRAMS

School Dental Hygiene Teacher Certification

The Certification Division of the State Education Department
has approved the courses offered by this college for both the provisional and the permanent certificates. The following courses are
required for certification, and are given this summer.
FOR THE PROVISIONAL

CERTIFICATE:

Subject
Sem. Hrs.
Time
Ed HP 308-0rg. & Admin. of Schools.L 2
I :00- 1:50
HP 201-0rg. & Admin. of School Health 2
11:00-11 :50
HE 609-Dental Hygiene Methods.__ . 2
9:00- 9:50
FOR THE PERMANENT

CERTIFICATE:

and Emotional Health..

2

Ed HP 303-History & Phil. of Ed._.__
HE 409-Health Ed. Seminar.i.,..._.........
HE 61O-Case Stndies---School Health
Service .._ _
_

2
2

10:00-10:50
or
11:00-11 :50
8:00- 8:50
or
9:00- 9:50
or
10:00-10:50
12:00-12:50
1:00- 1:50

2

8:00- 8:50

3
2

10:25-11 :40
1:00- 3:50

HE 204-Nutrition

HP 407-Mental

2

_ .

ELECTIVE COURSES

Ed RE 103-Educational Psychology..
HE 706-Mental Health SeminaL.........
(7/31-8/11)

School Nurse Teacher Certificatiou

The courses offered by this college for school nurse teachers are
approvedfor certification by the State Education Department. Availabletbis summer are the following courses.
SHORT

SESSION

Subject
HE 7 I l---School Nursing I
(7/5-7/21)

COURSES

Sem. Hrs.
Time
3
8:00-10:50
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HE 709-Meth.
& Mat. in Sch. Nurse
Tchg..
.. _ ..
_
(7/24-8/11

3

8:00-10:50

2

1:00-3:50

)

HE 706-MentaJ
Health
(7/31-8/11)

Seminar

..

SiX-WEEK SESSION
Subject
Ed HP 308-0rg.

& Adm. of Schools

.._ .. _

2

Growth & Learning

3

HE 204--Nutrition

.

ED J02-Human
SS 722-0rgan.

Sem. lIrs.
Time
2
1:00- 1:50

2

of Society ..

Acceleration

10:00-10:50
or
11 :00-11 :50

in Elementary

EJGHT WEEKS-JULY

7:35-

8:50

11:00-11 :50

Education

5 TO AUGUST 25

These summer programs are offered for students who elect to
complete their regular four-year course in three calendar years by
attendance for three regular academic years and three summers of
eight weeks each. Admission to this accelerated program is open
only in the field of elementary education. The following schedules
have been arranged for accelerates in tbe summer of 1961. Juniors

and seniors will be advised which courses in the general
offering best serve their needs for acceleration.

college

FOR THOSE WHO ENTERED IN SEPTEMBER, 1960:
Seni. Hrs.
Time
8:00- 9:50
2

Subject
Ar 201

_

SS 201

._

En 221 _.
Mu 101
PE Activities

20

.. __
.... _

_
_

(4 weeksj.L.;

_

3

10:00-10:50

_

3

11 :00-11 :50

.. _ .. _..

.

2

12 :35-

._ ..

_

I

1:50

2:00- 2:50
and
3:00- 3:50

FOR THOSE WHO ENTERED

IN SEPTEMBER,

Subject
ED 303
SS 204
AI EIecti ve

_

Sem, Hrs,
Time
2
8:00- 8:50
3
9:00- 9:50
_ 2

_
_

Eng. Elect. or Free Elect.
PE Activity (4 weeks)

FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR

1959:

_
_

2
1

2:00- 2:50
and
3:00- 3:50

ACCELERATES:

Ed 402

3

204
SS 101

3
3

SS

En 621 __
En Elective

__

3
3

8:00- 8:50
9:00- 9:50
11 :00-11:50
12:00-12:50

Free Electives (Not in Ed.)
Bachelor of Science Program for In-Service Teachers
Graduates of 2-year and 3-year Normal School programs and
holders of certain types of teaching certificates, issued by the New
York State Education Department,
are eligible for admission to the
Bachelor of Science degree program at this college.
When a student has completed a minimum of six hours in residencewith grades of "C" or above, he may apply for admission to the
degree program. Forms are available in the Office of the Director of
Elementary and Secondary Education.
Applicants who are not graduates of our former 2-or-3 year
Normal School program must have certified photostatic copi.es of
their certificate and official transcripts of courses completed at other
colleges on file at this college before action can be taken on the
application for admission to the degree program.

Correspondence concerning the completion of requirements
leadingto tbe Bachelor of Science degree should be addressed
Director of Elementary and Secondary Education.

to the
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THE GRADUATE DIVISION

THE SUMMER SESSION OF 1961
JULY 5 TO AUGUST 12

Curricula Leading to the Master's Degree
ELEMENTARY
SUPERVISION
HEALTH
PHYSICAL

EDUCATION
AND PRINCIPALSHIP

EDUCATION
EDUCATION

RECREATION
INTENSIVE
PROGRAM

EDUCATION
TEACHER

TRAINING

IN ELEMENTARY

SECONDARY EDUCATION
AND SCIENCE
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EDUCATION

IN MATHEMATICS

Regulations and Procedures
The Graduate Program at Cortlaud

The several graduate curricula have been developed in terms of
theneeds and interests of teachers in service. Each curriculum pro-

videsfor study in both the professional and the liberal-cultural fields
witha wide range of choice. When a student is matriculated and
becomesa candidate for the master of science degree, an adviser is
assigned.It is the function of the adviser to plan with the student
sothat his program becomes genuinely functional and useful.
Graduate study is offered at Cortland chiefly during the summer
session.Extension courses are available during the regular academic
year,Thns teachers may earn their masters' degrees while continuing
theirregnlar employment.
Admissiou to Graduate Study

Individual graduate courses in the college are open to students
whoholds a baccalaureate degree from a recognized college and to
individualswho through personal study and maturity satisfy instructorsthat they may profitably pursue such courses. Admission to
graduatestudy does not constitute candidacy for a master's degree.
Admissionto a program of graduate study is arranged through consultationwith the Dean of the College and the Director of the
Division
in which the student's major work will be taken. A student is
considereda candidate for the master's degree only upon completion
ofmatriculation with the Graduate Council of the college.
Certaingraduate courses, those numbered in the seven hundreds,
areopento both graduate students and to senior undergraduates who
obtainthe permission of their advisers. Students who are in their
final semester of undergraduate study and whose undergraduate
schedulecontains less than a full program may be admitted to a
limitedamount of study for graduate credit.
Matriculation for the l\laster's Degree

Graduate students become candidates for the master's degree
only through the process of matriculation. When a student has
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completed a minimum of six semester hours in residence with grades

of B or above, be may apply for matriculation on a form provided
by the major field advisers or available in the graduate office. Students are urged to apply for matriculation as soon as they are eligible
and thus avoid the possibility of taking courses which may not be
acceptable for the master's degree. The Graduate Council of the
college acts upon these applications and informs the student by letter
of the action of the council. Students in their first summer of resident
study should obtain matriculation forms and file them at the close of
the session. At the time of matriculation an adviser is appointed. 10
general, the College expects a minimum of 18 honrs to be completed
after matriculation.
The Graduate Studeut and his Adviser
Graduate students must plan their programs for the completion
of the work for the master's degree with their advisers. If one's adviser
is not in residence for the summer or other term, the student will then
consult with the director of the major division.
Extension Courses and Transferred Credit

All courses that are counted toward the master's degree must be
approved by the adviser. Therefore it is most important that such
approval be arranged in advance of taking a course in extension or

from some other college. Any course credited toward the degree must
be applicable to the pnrpose of the program, e.g., a conrse in secoodary education may be useful in physical education but not in elementary education.
Credit Requirements for the l\laster's Degree

A total of 32 semester hours of study is required for the master's
degree in each of these curricula. In General Elementary Education
the total is divided as follows: (a) 12 to 16 semester hours of courses,
seminars, and workshops in professional education and (b) 16 to 20
semester hours of study in the liberal-cultural area. In the special
fields of Health, Physical, and Recreation Education, the total program consists of the following: (a) 10 to 12 semester hours of study
in the field of specialization, (b) 4 to 10 semester hours in a field
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relatedto that of specialization, and (c) 10 to 18 semester hours of
studyin the liberal-cultural area.
The college requires that each candidate for the master's degree
meetthe curricular requirements for the degree and also certification
requirements in the field in which the degree is awarded.
In general, twenty-four of the thirty-two semester hours required
for the master's degree must be taken on the campus at Cortland
either in summer sessions or in on-campus extension courses. However,for students who completed their undergraduate work at Cortland, the total residence may be reduced to twenty semester hours
by approval of the Graduate Council, provided that the total of 12
semesterhours to be transferred or taken in off-campus extension
includesa minimum of 4 semester hours taken in residence at some
otber college.
Credit toward the master's degree will be accepted in transfer
fromother accredited colleges that award a graduate degree, provided
tbe courses fit into the curricula offered at Cortland and meet the
standardsset by this college. The adviser should be consulted and
approvecourses in advance of enrollment.
Scholarship Requirements

and Student Load

Each candidate for the degree must complete 17 credit hours
with "A" or "'B" marks. Under no circumstances will the passing
gradeof "D" be counted for credit toward the master's degree.
Satisfactory evidence of superior teaching ability on the part of
the student must be in the hands of the Graduate Council before a
recommendationfor the granting of the degree will be made.
The normal load during the summer session is one semester hour
foreach week of session time. For the six-week session, superior
studentsmay petition the Graduate Council for permission to carry
additionalhours but in no case will more than eight hours be allowed
duringsuch a session. Petitions to carry extra work must be filed with
the student's adviser on the first day of registration.
Research Project or Thesis

A caudidate for the master's degree may pursue a particular
investigationor field study and substitute this for 2 to 6 hours of the
total requirement. The project or study must be planned with the
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candidate's adviser and the plan formally approved by the Graduate
Council before the project is officially undertaken. The final report
must meet the college's standards of presentation and after being
approved by the adviser will be examined and evaluated by the
Graduate Council.
Fees and Expenses

The tuition fee for graduate study is $15.00 per semester hour
of credit. Additional charges to cover laboratory supplies and costs
of field trips will be collected in courses where they are essential.
The State University fee as shown in the forepart of this bulletin
is paid by students in summer resident study. All fees are payable
at the time of enrollment.
A graduation charge of $14.00 to cover the cost of the diploma
and academic procedures at the time of the award of the degree is
payable before the degree is granted.
Time Limitation

Credit to be offered for the master's degree must, as a rule, be
completed within six years from the date of matriculation. In special
cases this period may be extended by action of the Graduate Council,
The Award of the Degree
Upon completion of the requirements for the degree, the Graduate Council will consult with the special department concerned and
recommend the candidate to the graduate faculty for the degree,
Master of Science. The degree will be conferred at the annual commencement in June after the work is completed.
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Graduate Curricula
A graduate student is matriculated in one of the special curricula
;hown below. The program which he pursues must be designed to
meetstate certification requirements in his special field if snch certillcationhas not already been met.
Tbe several curricula leading to the master's degree allow considerable
latitude in choice of courses. This is done so that the needs
andinterests of teachers may be met. Each student's program must
fall intothe general framework of a curriculum as shown below but
this must be done through advisement so that it becomes a planned
programfor that particular student. The adviser finally must recommendtbe award of the degree and the Graduate Council must approvethe award.
Elementary Education
Elementary Education: Kgn.-Gr.
6
I. Courses in professional education

2. Courses in liberal-cultural fields
Elementary School Principalship
Elementary School Supervision
I. Courses in professional education,
2. Courses in liberal-cultural fields-

12 to 16 Scm. Hrs.
16 to 20 Scm. Hrs.

18 Scm. Hrs.
14 Scm. Hrs.

(Professional courses must meet certification and college
prescriptions. )
Special Fields
Health Education
RecreationEducation
PhysicalEducation
I. Courses in field of specialization

IO to 12 Scm. Hrs.

2. Courses in field related to field of
specialization
3. Courses in liberal-cultural fields

4 to 10 Sem. Hrs.
l0 to 18 Scm. Hrs.

Intensive Teacher Training Program
Elementary Education: Kgn.-Gr.
6
I. Courses in professional education
26 to 30 Scm. Hrs.

2. Courses in liberal-cultural fields__________
2 to 6 Sem Hrs.
(Adaptations are made in terms of student's undergraduate
background and certification requirements.)
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SPECIAL NOTES
Intensive Teacher Training Program
The Intensive Teacher Training Program is a teacher preparation program for college graduates whose undergraduate
study did
not prepare them for teaching on the elementary school level. This
program is offered by the State University College of Education in
cooperation with the Bureau of Teacher Education and Certification.
The Intensive Teacher Training Program leads to a Master of

Science degree in elementary education and permanent certification
for teaching kindergarten and common branch subjects in the public
elementary schools of New York State. In this special program,
recommendation
for permanent certification is made upon completinn
of the requirements for the master's degree.
At the end of the first summer session, students will receive a five
year provisional certificate which will enable them to begin teaching
in the fall. This certificate will remain valid as long as a student is
actively enrolled in the program.
I.T.T.

I. Application

2.

3.

4.
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Program

Procedures

for admission to the program can be obtained
from the Dean of the College. Minimum requirements for
admission are the possession of a Bachelor's degree and an
undergraduate
preparation that includes at least sixty hours
of liberal-cultural
courses.
A minimum of 32 semester hours of graduate work is necessary for completion of the program. Twenty-four hours must
be taken in residence and all work must be approved by an
advisor appointed by the college and completed within a
five year period.
All LT.T.P. students must attend the first summer program.
Upon successful completion of the first summer's work, the
student will receive a five-year provisional certificate which
will enable him to begin teaching in the fall. Six hours of
work must be taken before September 1 of the following year
to keep valid the provisional certificate. The college expects
the first two summers to be token consecutively.
In addition, the student is directed to submit to the college
a statement indicating completion of two years of successful

teaching at the elementary level (K-6). Endorsement of the
appropriate public school official is required.
Supervision and Principalship
Prerequisites for Supervlsion

and Principalship

1. A bachelor's degree.
2. Certification to teach common branch subjects in the elementary schools of New York State.
3. A minimum of three years of teaching in the elementary
school before enrolling in Education 814, 815, 816 or 817.
Elementary School

Supervisor's

Program

Programof graduate courses includes:
1. Required courses in Education_________________
9 Sem. Hrs.
*Ed 814, Supervision of Ele.
Education A
3 Sem. Hrs.
Ed 815, Supervision of Ele.
Education B
~3 Sem. Hrs.
'Ed 865, Curriculum Construction
3 Sem. Hrs.
2. Electives, by advisement, in Education_____
'Ed 811, Prine. and Applications of Psychology
3 Sem. Hrs.
'Ed 803, Evaluation in the
Ele. School
2-3 Sem. Hrs.
Ed 804, Guidance in the Ele.
School
2-3 Sem. Hrs.
*Ed 812, Ed'n'l Research
3 Sem. Hrs.
'Ed 809, History and Phil. of
Education
3 Sem. Hrs,
*Ed 718-726, Methods and
Materials in Common Branch Subjects
2-4 Sem, Hrs.

9 Sem, Hrs.

3. Elections, by advisement, in Liberal-Cultural
Areas
_ 14 Sem. Hrs.
"Courses offered during the 1961 Summer Session.
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Elementary School Principal's Program

1. Required Courses in Education_________________
9 Sem. Hrs,
Ed 816, Ele. School Principalship I
.3 Sem. Hrs.
Ed 817, Ele. School Principalship II
.3 Sem. Hrs.
'Ed 865, Curriculum Construction
3 Sem. Hrs.

2. Electives, by advisement, in Education_______ 9 Sem. Hrs,
*Ed 811, Prine. and Applications of Psychology
.3 Sem. Hrs.
*Ed 803, Evaluation in the
Ele. School
.2-3 Sem. Hrs.
Ed 804, Guidance in the Ele.
School
2-3 Sem. Hrs.
*Ed 812, Ed'n'l Research
.3 Sem. Hrs,
*Ed 809, History and Phil. of
Education
3 Sem, Hrs,
*Ed 718-726, Methods and
Materials in Common Branch Subjects
2-4 Sem. Hrs.
3. Elections, by advisement, in Liberal-Cultural
Areas _
__

14 Scm. Hrs.

Early Secondary Education Program

This is a program leading to a Master of Science degree with
a major in Early Secondary Education and to the extension of the
permanent elementary certificate to include the teaching of an academic subject at the Junior High School level. Only possessors of
the permanent elementary certificate may he admitted to the program.
Courses of study have been prepared so that graduates of a
Bachelor's degree program in elementary education may qualify for
the Master's degree and certification in Social Studies, and English 'I
the Junior High School Level.
"Courses
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offered during the 1961 Summer Session.

Provisional (5-year) Junior High School certificates can be obtained at the end of the first summer of graduate study. The extension
will become permanent when the student completes the requirements for a Master of Science degree. Teachers in the field who wish
this extended certification mnst meet the undergraduate and graduate course requirements as set forth iu the college catalog. It is important that such persons consult an advisor in order to arrange a sequen-

tial program and to insure that their previous education he utilized
to the fullest in the new program.

Students wishing to enter the program in 1961 should make
application well in advance of the summer session. Inquiries should
be addressed to the Director of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Master's Degree Program in
Secondary ~[alhematic8 and Science

Courses will be offered in the 1961 summer session for graduate
students whose undergraduate major was Mathematics or Science and
who wish to pursue a program leadiug to a Master's Degree with
a specialization in Secondary Mathematics or Science.
Students matriculating for the Master's Degree in these areas
will arrange their programs with the advice of the department of
their specialization and the Director of Secondary Education.
Courses in Secondary Mathematics or Science may also he taken
by students not seeking a Master's Degree but who need additional
credits to meet certification requirements.

PRE SESSION
Because of the large number of secondary school teachers who
are now sharing the teaching of driver education the college plans to
offer in a pre-summer session a two-week course in Driver Educa-

tion, June 19-June 30. This is a full-time study and driver practice
course.It will be cancelled if fewer than 15 people enroll before June
ninth. See catalog description in this bulletin.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

517,

DRrvER

EDUCATION

2 sent, hrs.

(June 19-June 30)

POST SESSION
The courses listed below are being offered provisionally in a
short session following the regular six-week summer session. If less
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than 15 people are enrolled in any of the courses, it will be withdrawn. Course descriptions will be found in the appropriate listing
in this bulletin. Each of these courses requires full time study and
class attendance.
ED

722

SCHOOL
(August 14-25)

ELEMENTARY

2 sem, hrs.

YORK IN LITERATURE
(August 14-25)

2 scm. hrs.

DRIVER

EN

NEW

SS

753

Z sem. hrs.

EOUCAnON
(August 14-25)

HP 517
757

MATHEMATICS

WORKSHOP

IN GOVERNMENT

AND POLITICS

3 sem, hrs.

(August 14-30 including Saturdays)

DESCRIPTION

OF COURSES

The following courses are being offered during the 1961 summer
session. The credit hours, the duration in weeks, the instructor, and

the time schedule are printed with the course descriptions. The offering is grouped here by departments with lower level courses listed
first.
KEy TO THE NUMBERING

SYSTEM

Courses numbered from lOa to 599 are open to undergraduate students.
Those numbered 600 to 699 are open to undergraduates other than freshmen.
Courses numbered 700 to 799 are open to graduate students and seniors who
have permission of the departmental Chairman. Courses numbered above 799
are open to graduate students only.

Key to Course Symbols
Ar-Art
FA - Fine Arts
Ed - Education
En -English
HE - Health Education
HP - Health & Physical

Education

Ma - Mathematics
M-
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Men's Activities
(PE & RE)

Mu-Music
MW - Men's & Women's
Activities
PE - Physical Education
RE - Recreation Education
Se - Science
55 - Social Studies
W - Women's Activities
(PE & RE)

ART
AI 101: ART ESSENTIALS
1sem. hr.
Elements, organization, and media of art. Emphasis placed on helping the
student discover and develop the ability to express himself creatively through
the use of art media. An integration of art with daily living, appreciation of
the fine arts, and their relation to the teaching of art in the schools.
6 weeks
Call: 1001
11 :00 - 12: 15
Room: 301
Schenker
Ar 201: ARTS AND CRAFTS
2 sem. hr.
Creation of design for some of the craft materials and the hand processes
involved in their use. Practice in pottery making, weaving, woodworking, leather
tooling, metal working, block-printing, silk screening, or bookbinding with
special attention to the use of such techniques and materials in the teaching of
children or adults.
Schenker
Room: 9
8:00 - 9:50
6 weeks
Call: 1002
Stell
Room: 9
10:00-11:50
6 weeks
Call: 1003
Ar 507: 19th AND 20th CENTURY PAINTING
2 sem. hr.
A Study of the main movements of painting during the last two centuries
with emphasis on the French SchooL. Special attention to impressionism,
fauvism. cubism, and surrealism. (No prerequisite.)
6 weeks
Call: 1004
9:00 - 9:50
Room: 301
Stell
FA 701: ARTS AND LEISURE
2 sem. hr.
Utilization of the arts in leisure. Creative expression through various media
and art forms. Lectures, discussion and laboratory experiences.
6 weeks
Call: 1005
9:00 - 9:50
Room: P225
Nash
Ar 704: CONTEMPORARY ART
2 sem. hr.
Masterpieces which reflect current thinking and practices in the field of
art. Special emphasis given to the works of American and European artists,
architects and craftsmen.
6 weeks
Call: 1006
1:00-1:50
Room: 301
Stell

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Ed 102: HUMAN GROWTH AND LEARNING
3 sem. hr.
Basic principles of human growth and development. Innate and environmental conditions affecting the behavior, learning and personality of children
and youth. (Second half of course)
6 weeks
Call: 1007
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 403
McGinley
Ed RE 103: EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 sem. hr.
Basic course covering physical, mental, emotional, and social growth;
learning; nature and causes of individual differences. Required of recreation
and health education majors.
6 weeks
Call: 1008
10:25 -11:40
Room: P227
McGinley
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Ed HE 297: HEALTH EDUCATION METHODS
2s'III.'.
Fundamental methods of teaching with direct application to school ane
public health education. Evaluation of various methods and materials which
supplement them. Required of health education majors.
6 weeks
Call: 1009
9:00 - 9:50
Room: P229
Sinacon
Ed 303: CHILD AND CURRICULUM ill
2s'III.'.
Methods and materials in music and art in the elementary school. Unitsin
evaluation and guidance.
8 weeks
Call: JOlO
8:00 - 8:50
Room: 130
Nels»

Ed HP 303: HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
2 sem.n.
Major educational concepts from primitive times to the present, emphasiz
ing the contributions of each period. Discussion of the principles of education
congruent with the aims of education in our modern society. Includes specia
application to the areas of physical education and health.
6 weeks
Call: 1011
12:00 -12:50
Room: P225
Cocldg
Ed HP 308: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
2s'III."r
OF SCHOOLS
Organization, supervision, and administration
of public elementary and
secondary schools; organization of public education; school and communf
relationships; aims, organization, and activities of professional associations of
teachers. For health and physical education majors.
6 weeks
Call: 1012
1:00-1:50
Room: P225
Coolld~
Ed So 341: METHODS OF TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE
3 sem.u.
SECONDARY SCHOOL
The materials and methods for teaching the several sciences in the second.
ary school.
6 weeks
Call: 1013
11:00-12:15
Room: 212
Fl.
Ed 402: FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATION OF
3 sern.hr.
MODERN EDUCATION
Deals with history and principles of modern education. Emphasis on the
organization of public education and the legal rights and responsibilities 01
teachers.
8 weeks

Call:

1014

8:00 - 8:50

Room:

B1

Ed 408: AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS
The selection, lise, and production of audio-visual instructional
Focus on a point of individual interest.
6 weeks
Call: 10]5
9:00-9:50
Room: 217

Carlson
2S'III.III.
materiak
McQuade

Ed 704: CHILD STUDY I
3 s'lII.hr.
Basic principles of human growth and development. Innate and environ.
mental conditions affecting the behavior, learning, and personality of children
and youtb. For first summer ITTP students with little or no background ic
Child Study. Students will be assigned to sections according to their background,
6 weeks
Call: 1016
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 108N
6 weeks
Call: 1017
7:35 - 8:50
Room: lOBS
Greenberg
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Ed 705: CHILD STUDY II
The social, moral and intellectual development of the child
Psychologyof learning and adjusting. For second or third summer
dentswho have had less than six semester hours of child study or
psychology.
6 weeks
Call: 1018
10:25 -11 :40
Room: 108S
6 weeks
Call: 1019
10:25 - 11 :40
Room: lO8N

3 scm, hr.
and youth.
ITTP stueducational
Greenberg
Mulholland

Ed 718: AUDIO-VISUAL
EDUCATION
3 sem. hr.
Acquaintance with nature and value of all audio-visual aids materials and
machinescommonly used in classroom instruction. Knowledge of sources and
costs. Emphasis on teacher-prepared
or pupil-made aids. Organization of an
A.V. program and evaluation of it. Laboratory time required.
6weeks
CalI: 1020
10:25-11:40
Room: ]13
Shaffer
Ed 719: ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL LANGUAGE
ARTS
3 sem. hr.
Emphasis on guiding the child's language development in self-expression,
communication, and clarification of thought. Study will be made of language
researchwith its implication for improving utilitarian and creative expression.
6 weeks
Call: 1021
12:00-1:15
Room:B2
Ed 720: ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ART
2 sem. hr.
Deals with art materials and the development and use of art projects.
Attention given to new art media, requisitions, handling, distribution, and displayof art materials and children's art productions, Research in art and teaching problems encouraged as a means of stimulating creative expression in
children. For ITIP students and other teachers.
6 weeks
Call: 1022
1:00-1:50
Room: 302
Schenker
Ed 721: ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL MUSIC
2 sem. hr.
Develops teacher's understanding of role of music in elementary school
and how children can be effectively guided in developing musical experiences.
Emphasis placed upon reading songs. For ITIP students and other teachers.
6 weeks
Call: 1023
9:00 - 9:50
Room: 15
Forcucci
Ed 722: ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
2 sem, hr.
Consideration given to functions of arithmetic, curr.iculum trends, modes
of learning and evaluation of child learning, Experimental work encouraged
and counseled. For lTIP students and experienced teachers and supervisors of
mathematics in the elementary school.
2 weeks
Call: 1024
9:00 - 1 :50
Room: 122C
Del Popolo
(8/14-8/25)
Ed 723: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL READING
Developmental concepts of reading are emphasized.
research studies are analyzed. Designed for in-service
graduates, including lTIP students.
6 weeks
Call: 1025
7:35 - 8:50
Room:
6 weeks
Call: 1026
12:00 -1:15
Room:

3 sem. hr.
Current trends and
undergraduates
and
217
217

Dickinson
Dickinson
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Ed 725: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES
3 sem.hr.
Emphasis given to objectives, methods and materials, correlation of social
studies with other curriculum areas, evaluation of social studies experiences
and various problems of student need. For in-service teachers, including beginning ITIP students and graduates.
6 weeks
Call: 1027
10:25 -11:40
Room: B2
Ed 726: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
3 sem. hr.
Work includes development of teaching projects for children and locating
various sources of teaching aids. Emphasis given to organizing pupil activities
for effective units of the science program in the elementary school. For teachers
and supervisors of elementary schools.
6 weeks
Call: 1028
9:00-10:15
Room: 212
Fisk
6 weeks
Call: 1029
12:00 -1:15
Room: 206
Clemens
Ed 740: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL METHODS AND
3 sem. hr.
MATERIALS
For teachers with little or no experience in the regular program of the
elementary school, (including first summer ITTP students). Daily work with
children, (observation, participation, and teaching), followed by critical
evaluation; planning individual teaching program for following year with help
of a consultant.
6 weeks
Call: 1030
9:00 -1:50
Campus School Stall
Ed. 780: INSTITUTE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
2 sem. hrs.
For experienced teachers, supervisors, principals, of graduate or upper
undergraduate standing. The 1961 Summer Institute will be an overview of
current self-instructorial machines and methods with emphasis on teachers'
planning the use of auto-instructional materials in teaching and evaluation.
Current practices will be examined and applied.
2 weeks
Call: 1032
12:30 - 3:30
Room: 122C
Candreva
(7/31-8/11)

Ed 800: ADVANCED CHILD STUDY
3 sem. hr.
Recent literature and experimentation in the field of child study. Application of principles of child development to the modern elementary school
program. A seminar adapted to meet individual needs of group members,
Teaching experience and at least six hours of child study or educational psychology are prerequisites.
6 weeks
Call: 1033
12:00-1:15
Room: Bl
Mulholland
Ed 803: EVALUATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 sem. hr.
Criteria and techniques for appraising and evaluating interests, aims, study
skills, work habits, attitudes, and other aspects of behavior. Attention is
given to the construction of instruments.
6 weeks
Call: 1034
9:00 - 10: 15
Room: B2
Nelsnn
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Ed 806: ADOLESCENT BEHAVIOR
Characteristic variations in adolescence.
adolescent behavior.
6 weeks
Call: 1035
7:35 - 8:50

3 sem. hr.
Principles

fundamental

Room:

to guiding

10

Carnal

Ed 807: COMPARATIVE EDUCATION
2 sem.hr.
Comparativestudy of selected foreign educational systems such as England, Denmark, France,

The Soviet

Union

and India.

Other

countries

may be

substituted.
2 weeks

Call:

1036

12:30 - 3:30

Room:

122C

Carlson

(7117-7/28)
Ed 809: mSTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
3 sem. hr.
An intensive survey of the origins of modern education. A study of men,
their philosophies and deeds. Basic
cation as they relate to the history

6 weeks
6 weeks

Call: 1037
Call: 1038

trends and problems of modern
and philosophy
of education.

7:35 - 8:50
10:00 -11:15

Room:
Room:

122C
lIS

public

edu-

Mack
Schroeder

Ed 810: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR TEACHERS

2 sem, hr.

The organization of education, international,
national, state, county, local.
Legal rights and responsibilities
of teachers in administration
of public school
education.

6 weeks

Call: 1039

9: 00 - 9: 50

Ed 81I: PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS
PSYCHOLOGY

Room:

108N

Coolidge
3 sem hr.

OF

Recent trends in the field of educational
psychology
as applied to improvement of child learning, behavior,
and personality,
and the responsibilities
of
the teacher in effectively directing the educational
program.

6 weeks

Call: 1040

Ed 812: EDUCATIONAL

10:25 -11:40

Room:

BI

Mulholland

RESEARCH

3 sem hr.

Beginning course designed to develop nature and appreciation
of types and
techniques of research and their contribution
to education and teaching.

6 weeks

Call:

1041

Ed 814: SUPERVISION

10:25 -11:40
OF ELEMENTARY

Room:

404

EDUCATION

Nelson
A

3 sem. hr.

Organization and personnel
aspects of the elementary
school, including:
functions, duties, and qualifications
of supervisors;
principles of public school
organization; school and classroom
organization
and management;
schoolpersonnel relationship; school and community
relationships
duties; and qualificationsof school staff; in-service growth of teachers; policies and techniques
of instructional evaluation
and teacher promotion;
pupil personnel work; and
instructional aspects of supervision
in the elementary school.
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Designed to meet one-half of the provisional certification requirements for
teachers preparing to be supervisors in the elementary schools of New Yon
State. Course may precede or follow Ed 815. Prerequisite:
three years 01
teaching in public elementary schools.
6 weeks
Call: 1042
12:00-1:15
Room: 115
Kla

Ed 819: THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
3 sem.m
Study of the overall program and its objectives for grades 7-9, including the
core program, guidance provisions for interrelating learnings in a departmental.
ized setup, clubs, homerooms, and provision for individual differences.
6 weeks
Call: 1043
8:35-9:50
Room: 115
Schroeder
6 weeks
Call: 1044
10:25 -11:40
Room: I22C
Mack

Ed 831: THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULU M
3 sem.Im:
Deals with all phases of The Junior High School Curriculum. Principles
and practices analyzed and appraised. Emphasis on curriculum problems in
specific school systems.
6 weeks
Call: 1045
12:00 -1:15
Room: 10

Ed 835: ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION
OF
3 sem."r.
READING DIFFICULTIES
Comprehensive survey of methods, materials, and research. Demonsira.
tions, lectures, films, discussions, and preparation of kit for use in analyzing
difficulties. For teachers, reading consultants, and supervisors. May be taken
concurrently with Ed 836. Prerequisite: Ed 723 or equivalent.
6 weeks
Call: 1046
7:35-8:50
Room: B3
Nania

Ed 836: LABORATORY IN CORRECTIVE READING
3 sem.ln.
Student analyzes needs of a pupil and works with him daily under super.
vision of laboratory director. Emphasis on development and evaluation of tech.
niques for classroom situations. Laboratory experiences and cumulative case
records shared and discussed. For teachers, reading consultants, and supervisors.
Prerequisite: Ed 835 or permission of instructor. (Ed 835 may be taken con.
currently.)
6 weeks
Call: 1047
9: 30 - 11: 50
Room: B3
Nania

Ed 852: WORKSHOP FOR EARLY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 2 sem.hs.
Practical suggestions for selected aspects of the educational program for
children, age five (5) through eight (8). Emphasis on a developmental approach
to teaching the language arts, numbers, sciences (social and physical) and
forms of creative expression.
2 weeks
Call: 1048
12:30 - 3:30
Room: 122C
J. Adam.
(7/5-7/15
inc. Sats.)

Ed 865: CURRJCULUM
CONSTRUCTION
3 scm. hr.
Principles and practices in curriculum development in the elementary
school. Examination of development trends and influences. Consideration of
problems in local curriculum situations. For experienced teachers, supervisors,
and principals. Laboratory charge may be made for curriculum materials.
6 weeks
Call: 1049
9:00-10:15
Room: 122C
Klas
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ENGLISH
(Composition, Language, Literature, Speech, Comparative Literature)
En 113: COMMUNICATION SKILLS I: Writing
3 sem, hrs.
A semester's work focused, in systematic study and practice, on skills of
writingand reading, including a Documented Report based on Library sources.
Study and discussion of several important pieces of literature. Weakness in
skills of writing and reading dealt with on individual basis including, if necessary, additional work in laboratories.
6 weeks
Call: 1050
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 401
Carey
6 weeks
Call: 1051
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 402
Glenn
En 114: COMMUNICATIONS
SKILLS II: Speaking
3 sem. hr,
Fundamentals of speech: delivery factors, speaker-audience relationships,
organization and development of ideas. Special help on voice and articulation,
if needed, by assignment to the Speech Laboratory.
6 weeks
Call: 1052
7:35 - 8:50
Room: Aud.
Beard
En 201: ADVANCED

WRITING
3 sem, hr.
Experiences in expository writing on an advanced level. Emphasis on
good organization of materials and on clear and accurate expression. Writing
based on problems discovered by the student in his reading of various pieces
of literature. The class will meet each day 9:00-9:50·; in addition, each student
will meet with the instructor in conference at least once a week.
6 weeks
Call: 1053
9:00·9:50
Room: 404
Balliet
En 202: VOICE AND ARTICULATION
3 semhr.
Practice in a varied range of experience in speech communication; special
attention to social and professional needs of student; includes intensive practice
in analysis of recorded voice, for improvement in phrasing, vigor, quality of
diction, and variety.
6 weeks
Call: 1054
12:00 - 1: 15
Room: 23
Smith
En 203: ACTING

3 scm, hr.
Fundamental techniques of acting: actor as playmaker, building the
stage image, dramatic pantomine, dramatic speech, playing the part, dramatic
style, the actor as artist and showman. Projects include performance of solo
scenes (including detailed written reports on all steps involved in preparation of
scenes), performance of several group scenes, written critical reviews of
laboratory theater productions. Open to upper class students as elective.
6 weeks
Call: 1055
11:00-12:15
Room: Aud.
W.Adams

En 221: AMERICAN LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
3 sem, hr,
A semester's study in American literature from the beginnings to 1870
and a semester's work in advanced composition, based on the literature studied.
Designed as an introduction to the study and criticism of literature.
8 weeks
Call: 1056
11 :00 -11:50
Room: P226
Balliet
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En 621: MAlOR ENGLlSH WRlTERS TO 1780
3 sem.hs.
Major English writers from Chaucer (in translation) to Johnson, including
Shakespeare, Milton, Swift, Pope, Fielding; poetry. prose, drama, novel.
8 weeks
Call: 1057
12:00 -12:50
Room: P226
Balliet
En 711: INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE STUDY
2 sem.! •.
Basic principles of modern approach to language; differences between
spoken and written English; important historical, regional, and social differences
in English. Designed to acquaint prospective and experienced teachers with
contemporary research into language matters. Not open to students who have
had English 630.
6 weeks
Call: 1058
10:25-11:15
Room: 403
Glenn
En 722: ENGLlSH LlTERATURE 1780-1900
3 sem.lv.
Reading in representative work of important writers from Burns to Hardy,
showing development of English literature; emphasis on Wordsworth, Keats,
Tennyson, Browning, Carlyle, Thackery, Arnold; poetry, prose, novel. Not open
to students who have had English 622.
6 weeks
Call: 1059
9:00-10:15
Room: 403
Thomas
En 726: STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY FICTION
3 sem. hr.
Intensive study of two or three writers of fiction in recent decades in
America, Britain, Ireland, and Europe.
6 weeks
Call: 1060
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 405
Hurt
En 727: SHAKESPEARE
3 sem. hr.
Study of about twelve major plays for dramatic effectiveness, cbaracterization, poetry, and insight into permanent elements of human experience,
6 weeks
Call: 1061
12:00 -1:15
Room: 403
Thomas
En 732: THE BIBLE AS LlTERATURE
3 sem.hr.
Readings in portions of the New and Old Testament, with special attention
to the dramatic, narrative, and lyric qualities; some attention to the influence
of the Bible's diction, rhythms, and imagery on later writers in English.
6 weeks
Call: 1062
9:00- 10:15
Room: 406
Bun!
En 757: NEW YORK IN LITERATURE
2 sem.br.
New York State as it has been seen and interpreted by major American
writers. Such writers as Irving, Cooper, Whitman, Howells, Stephen Crane,
Dreiser, Dos Passes, Hart Crane, Fitzgerald, and J. D. Salinger will be considered.
2 weeks
Call: 1063
9:00 -1:50
Room: 10
Dodg.
(8/14-8/25)
En 758: AMERICAN WRlTERS OF THE TWENTIES
3 sem.hr.
A projection of the literature of the 1920's in America against the cultural
revolution of the period, Includes such writers as Fitzgerald, O'Neill, Sherwood
Anderson, T. S. Eliot, E. E, Cummings, H. L. Mencken, and Hemingway.
8 weeks
Call: 1064
J2: 00 - 12: 50
Room: P229
Glenn
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En 770: SPEECH PROBLEMS OF THE CHILD
3 sem, hr.
Orientation of the classroom teacher to speech needs of pupils; study of
major speech problems encountered in class and extra-curricular
activities;
recognition of articulatory, vocal and rhythmical disorders; observation and
practice in rehabilitation procedures.
6 weeks
Call: 1065
9:00-10:15
Room: 23
Smith
En 772: PERSUASION
2 sem. hI'S.
In 1961 Summer Session, a workshop in debating techniques, centered in
cross-examination. Designed for debate coaches and students with special
interest and experience in debate.
2 weeks
Call: 1066
10:00-1:00
Room: 300
Beard
(7/5-7115 inc. Sats.)

En 776: PLAY DIRECTING

2or3sem./ir.
The director's duties; principles and methods of choosing plays for production; organization of the production staff; casting; coaching actors; the
techniques of planning and conducting rehearsals and performances.
For 2
sem. hr. credit, the class meets daily 1:25-2: 15; for 3 sern. hr. credit, students
will also assist in directing the summer session play. Student must register for
either 2 or 3 credits at start of course, using different call numbers.
6 weeks (2 hr.)
Call: 1067
1:25-2:15
Room: Aud.
W. Adams
6 weeks (3 hr.)
Call: 1068
j :25 - 2: 15
Room: Aud.
W. Adams
(plus additional time)
En 851: SEMINAR
Analytical study
ment, such as Crane,
6 weeks
Call:

IN AMERICAN NATURALISM
25em./"
of two or three important authors in the Naturalist moveDreiser, O'Neill.
1069
9:00 ~9:50
Room: 405
Carey

En 853: SEMINAR IN THE CONCORD WRITERS
3 sem. I,,·.
The awakening of the American mind in Concord, Massachusetts, in
the Nineteenth Century: studies in Thoreau, Emerson. Hawthorne, the Aleotts,
and the Channings.
6 weeks
Call: 1070
12:00-1:15
Room: 406
Burd
En 854: THE LITERATURE OF THE NEW SOUTH
3 sem, hr.
The image of the South as reflected in the works of southern writers since
1920. Emphasis on the new thought of such writers as Wolfe, Faulkner, Robert
Penn Warren, Caldwell, Truman Capote, Eudora Welty, Allen Tate, John
Crowe Ranson, Tennessee Williams, and Paul Green.
6 weeks
Call: ]071
10:25 ~ 11 :40
Room: 405
Hurt

MA THEIVIA TICS
Ma 101: INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS I
3 sem. tit,
Basic mathematical concepts with emphasis on analysis and understanding.
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Extension of computational skills and other processes with their application in
various social, physical and economic contexts. The appreciation of mathe.
matics as a thought-provoking instrument and as a systematic development
6 weeks
Call: 1072
12:00 - 1: 15
Room: 402
Latino

Ma 102: INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS II
3 "m hr.
Further development of basic mathematical concepts with emphasis similar to that of Ma 10 1. Topics for consideration are selected from arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Registration by advisement only.
6 weeks
Call: 1073
10:25 - 11:40
Room: 401
Bryan
Ma 302: TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS I
2 sem. hr.
Elementary statistical procedures essential to the manipulation and Interpretation of data and vital statistics. Prerequisite for work in tests and measure
ments in the field of physical education.
6 weeks
Call: 1074
11:00-11:50
Room: P229
Poskanzer
Ma 399: PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS
2semhr.
The significance, uses, and interpretation of statistical data as applied to
education and public health. Proceeds from the collection of data through the
study of correlation and statistical significance.
6 weeks
Call: }075
11:00 ·11:50
Room: P229
Pcskanzer
Ma 504: ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
3 "m. hr
Application of algebraic analysis to the study of geometric relationships.
Prerequisites: trigonometry and either college algebra or advanced high school
algebra.
6 weeks
Call: 1076
9:00-10:15
Room:
402
Slaugh
Ma 701: HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
2 sem.hr.
Background in the origins and development of mathematics. Includes the
development of notation and number systems, the origin and systematization of
measures, symbolism and the development of arithmetic, algebra and geometry.
Furnishes background for a teacher and an educated citizen.
6 weeks
Call: 1077
12:00 - 12:50
Room: 401
Slaugh
Ma 806: FOUNDATIONS
OF GEOMETRY
3 sem.bt.
An introduction to the modern interpretation of geometry. Number systems
development of several geometries from their logical foundations. Prerequisite:
Ma 602.
6 weeks
Call: 1078
10:25 - 11:40
Room:
402
Latino
Ma 810: PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE
3 sem.lv.
Fundamentals of probability theory. Random variable and distribution
functions. Binomial, normal, and Poisson laws. Statistical decision procedures,
Elements of the theory of point distribution. Method of maximum likelihood.
Theory of testing hypotheses. Power of a test. Likelihood ratio tests. Bayes
solutions. Estimation by confidence levels. Prerequisite: Ma 610.
6 weeks
Call: 1079
9:00-10:15
Room: 401
Bryan
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MUSIC
Mu 101: ESSENTIALS

OF MUSIC I
2 sem, hr.
For students with little or average preparation in music. Study of keyboard
and application of music theory to sight reading, song singing, ear training
and conducting. Students with considerable music background have an opportunity to proceed directly to Mu I02A.
For In-Service
6 weeks
Call: 1080
9:00 -10: 15
Room: 129
Picerno
For Accelerates
6 weeks
Call:

1081

12:35 -I :50

Room:

130

Picerno

Mu 503: SYMPHONIC

MUSIC
3 sem, hr.
Understanding and appreciation of great masterpieces of symphonic
music. Studied in relation to general historical backgrounds, development of
various forms, and cbange in style of composition and musical expression.
6 weeks
Call; 1082
12:00 -1:15
Room: 129
Banse
2 sem, hr.
Music as an expression of racial or national feeling. Characteristic national idioms in folk and composed music of at least five of the following
countries: Spain, France, Italy, Russia, China, Germany, England, United
Slates, the Near East, Scandinavia, and Latin America.
6 weeks
Call: 1083
11:00 -11:50
Room: 130
Piceroo
Mu 510: MUSIC AND NATIONALITY

Mu 701: MUSIC IN HISTORY

3 sem. hr.
Development and place of music in historical perspective. Interpreted in
relation to the fine arts as well as religious, philosophical, economic, political
and scientific factors.
6 weeks
Call: 1084
10:25 - 11:40
Room: 129
Banse

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH,
RECREATION

AN[}

HP 201: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
OF
2 sem. hr.
SCHOOL HEALTH
Health status of the child: medical, dental, and nursing services; the control of communicable disease; provision for a wholesome school environment;
and tbe organization of the instructional program of health.
6 weeks
Call: 1124
11:00 -11:50
Room: P206
Sinacore
HP 202B: FIRST AID
J sem. hr.
The American Red Cross standard first aid course, together with the use
of first aid procedures in the public school program.
6 weeks
Call: 1125
9:00-9:50
Room: P205
Poskanzer
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HE 204: NUTRITION
2 sem. hr.
An advanced course. Includes study of recent research findings. Stresses
me-ans of applying the principles of nutrition through educational procedures.
6 weeks
Call: 1128
iO:00-1O:50
Room: P205
6 weeks
Call: 1129
11:00-11:50
Room: P2D5
HP 204: APPLIED ANATOMY
2 sem. hr.
Analysis of muscular interrelationships
in basic body movements; analysis
and application of the principles of mechanics as they relate to the fundamental
and complex motor skills in physical education activities. Prerequisites: Science
102 and Science 20l.
6 weeks
Call: 1130
9:35- 10:50
Room: PJO?
Howland
HP 207: SAFETY EDUCATION
2 sem. hr.
Thorough consideration of, and practice in, modern methods of safety education. Emphasizes safety of the school child and comprehensive community
safety education programs.
6 weeks
CalJ:1127
IJ:00-11:50
Room:P225
Stone
HP 301A: PHYSICAL EDUCATION-ATYPICAL
2 sem. hr.
Theory and study of problems involved in adapted physical education
(a) needs for adapting physical education to those individuals unable to
participate fully in an unrestricted program; (b) instruction in therapeutic
exercises and adapted activities for those with orthopedic deviations and
organic disabilities. Prerequisite: HP 204, Applied Anatomy or equivalent.
6 weeks
Call: 113J
11:00-11:50
Room: P20J
Sprague
PE 303: PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS
2 sem. hr.
Philosophy, principles, aims, and methods of physical education and the
materials for the elementary school physical education program for classroom
teachers.
6 weeks
Call: 1132
1:00-1:50
Room: Pl24
Arnsdorff
HP 306: PHYSICAL INSPECTION
2 .I'em. IIr.
To familiarize the students with methods of physical inspection, commonly
occurring school health problems, and the relationships of teaching staffs to
health service personnel.
6 weeks
Call: 1133
11:00· [J:50
Room: 206
Shultzaberger
HP 402: ADMINISTRATION
OF ATHLETICS
(Women)
2 sem.hr.
Implications and practical problems in the organization, administration and
management of the laboratory phase of the physical education program. Attention focused on the conduct of atbletics, playdays, sports days, invitation games,
and the details involved in the promotion of these activities.
6 weeks
CalJ: 1134
8:00-8:50
Room: P205
Arnsdorff
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HP 405: PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
2 sem. hr,
The physiological adjustments and changes occurring in the human organism as a result of physical activity. Emphasizes the physiology of muscular
contraction; and the role of the circulatory and respiratory systems in exercise,
Lectures, recitation, and laboratory work.
6 weeks
Call: 1135
7:35 - 8:50
Room: P201
Sprague
HP 406: TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
II
2 sem. hr.
The nature and purpose of measurement in the fields of health and physical
education. Considers and evaluates available tests and provides practice in the
administration of outstanding tests.
6 weeks
Call: 1136
12:00-1:J5
Room:P201
Corey
HP 407: MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH
2 sem. hr .
Mental hygiene of the normal individual with a detailed analysis of the
factors underlying maximum effective personality development and adjustment.
Personality aberrations introduced only as essential to a more comprehensive
understanding of the normal.
•
Stone
6 weeks
Call: 1137
8:00 - 8:50
Room: P2Q6
Timmel
6 weeks
Call: 1138
9:00 - 9:50
Room: P206
Stone
6 weeks
Call: 1139
10:00-10:50
Room: P225
HE 409: HEALTH EDUCA nON SEMINAR
2 sem, hr,
Individual problems evolving from the student's off-campus experience in
school or public health education. Planned to allow ample opportunity for
individual conferences with faculty members. Selection of major areas of study
by the individual student with the guidance of the instructor.
6 weeks
Call: 1140
1:00~1:50
Room:P226
Conley
2 sem. hr.
HP 517: DRIVER EDUCATION
For instructors of Driver Education in the high school coveting organizalion and supervision, teaching methods, teaching aids; use of psychophysical
tests,skill tests, and road tests; practical instruction in dual control car. Driving
experience and New York State Operators License required. Under present
state regulations, only teachers with secondary school certificates can be employed as teachers of Driver Education. Course requires sixty clock hours of
work.
2 weeks
Call: 1141
9:00 - 3:50
Room: Pl07
Miller
(6/19-6130)
2 weeks

Call:

1142

9:00 - 3:50

Room:

P107

Eckard

(8/14-8/25)
HE 609: DENTAL HYGIENE METHODS
2 sem hr.
Methods that may be effective in teaching dental hygiene. Materials including audi-sensory aids accumulated and demonstrated. Actual practice provided
in the use of both methods and materials.
6 weeks
Call: J 143
9:00 - 9:50
Room: P227
Conley
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HE 610: CASE STUDIES-SCHOOL
HEALTH SERVICE
2 sem.ht.
Introduction to social work, dealing with health service personnel's ap.
proach to the family, compiling data, histories and case reports; the use of
voluntary and official organizations in coordinating the work of the school in
general health service.
6 weeks
Call: 1144
8:00 - 8:50
Room: P227
Conley

RE 705: HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF RECREATION
2 sem. hr.
Changing concepts of recreation from the past to the present; emphasis
on the development of a philosophy of recreation; consideration of the contributions of recreation and recreation education in meeting the needs of indio
viduals, groups and agencies in a democratic society.
6 weeks
Call: 1145
11:00-11:50
Room: PI24
Nash
HE 706: MENTAL HEALTH

2sem.hr.

Stress laid on the application of basic mental hygiene principles in the
total school situation. Exploration of factors which influence the mental health
of pupils and personnel, aijd the school's potentialities for improving mental
health in the community. Consideration given to individual interests of the
students enrolled in course.
2 weeks
Call: 1146
1:00 - 3:50
Room: P206
Sinacore
(7/31-8/11)

HE 709: METHODS AND MATERIALS IN SCHOOL NURSE
3 sem. hr.
TEACHING
Continuation of HE 708, instructional techniques; and skills necessary 10
the various responsibilities of the nurse-teacher.
3 weeks
Call: 1147
8: 00 - 10:50
Room: P226
Tipple
(7/24-8/11 )

HE 711: SCHOOL NURSING I
3 sem.lv.
Study of the function and service of school nurse teacher in family, school,
and community health. The responsibilities of school health service personnel,
including the supervision of illness-absentees, the handling of records and
reports, and legal aspects of these functions. Various testing techniques and
instruments of the profession.
3 weeks
Call: 1148
8:00 -10:50
Room: P226
Tipple
(7/5-7121 inc. 1st & 2nd Sats.)
PE 712: COMPARATIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
1 sem.bt.
WORKSHOP SELECTED EUROPEAN PROGRAMS
Lecture and laboratory work; reading and discussion on contemporary
physical education programs in selected European countries.
1 week
Call: 1160
1:00~4:00
Room: PIO?
Howland
(7/31-8/4)
PE 713: ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING
2 sem.bs.
Various contemporary methods of conditioning and therapy. Emphasis
upon protective measures, devices, equipment and clinical procedures. Analysis
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of the function, organization and operation
requisite:PE 513 or equivalent.
6 weeks
Call: 1149
9:00-9:50

of the athletic training room. PreRoom: P201

Sprague

PE 801: CURRICULUM CONSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL
3 sem, hr.
EDUCATION
A workshop with a practical approach to program planning applicable to
the student's local situation. Generally accepted education aims, objectives,
philosophiesand principles for curriculum
construction
included. Factors
influencinglocal situations considered.
6 weeks
Call: 1151
8:00 - 9: 15
Room: PI07
Blake
HE 802: SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
2 sem. hr.
HEALTH
Emphasis upon the study of significant problems in organization, administration, and supervision of the school health program. Through individual
study,group participation, and use of consultants, suggested techniques of
application and solutions of problems are presented for evaluation and
criticism.
6 weeks
Call: 1152
10:00 -10:50
Room: P229
Timmel
HE 803: INDIVIDUAL HEALTH EDUCATION PROBLEMS
Teachers with unique in-service problems consult and confer with specialistsin their field. Effective practical solutions sought in terms of the local
situationsand the school-community needs, interests and resources. Hours and
creditto be arranged.
Call: 1153
Timmel
PE 803: INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROBLEMS
An individual study project designed to permit teachers in service with
uniqueproblems to consult with specialists in their field. Effective practical
solutionssought in terms of the needs, interests and resources of the local
schooland community. Hours and credits to be arranged.
can. 1154
Weber
PE 804: ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2 sem, hr,
The development of school programs of developmental and conditioning
activities,games, sports, and dance suited to the interests, capacities and limilationsof students with physical disabilities. The problems of adapted physical
educationprograms in terms of integrated relationships w.ith school personnel,
medicaland auxiliary services, family and community personnel.
6 weeks
Call: 1155
11 :00 - II :50
Room: Pl07
Howland
PE 806: EVALUATION IN PHYS1CAL EDUCATION
2 sem, hr.
Considers the more recent development in measurement and evaluation
inphysicaleducation. Emphasizes the role of measurement as an aid in meeting
theobjectivesof physical education. Topics include the classification of pupils
and evaluation of pupil progress, equating for competition, determination of
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pupil status with respect to objectives. Lectures, discussions, and laboratory
work.
6 weeks
Call: 1156
10:00 - 10:50
Room: P201
Corey
PE 808: ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2 sem. IIr.
To meet the practical needs of physical education teachers as instructors
or supervisors of the physical education program in the elementary grades.
Emphasizes curriculum, organization and development, instructional and supervisional techniques and materials, evaluation of program effectiveness, and
integration of physical education and elementary education.
6 weeks
Call: 1157
12:00-12:50
Room: P124
Arnsdorff
PE 81Ia-8I1b:
DIRECTORSHIP SEMINAR I & II
4-4sem.llr.
Seminar covering administrative problems confronting city and village
directors of school physical education and the related areas. A practical approach to the duties and responsibilities of the director for teachers with experience. Admission by application submitted to the Director of Education for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
3 weeks
Call: 1158
8:00·11:50
Room: P228
Weber
(7/5-7121 (inc. 1st & 2nd Sats.)
3 weeks
Call: 1159
8:00 - I I :50
Room: P228
Weber
(7124-81 II)

Physical Education

Skills and Applied Techniqnes

Activity courses designed to develop attitudes, appreciation and personal
skill in all types of activities included in the broad physical education or recreation program, with emphasis on knowledge and ability to apply techniques in
teaching. Courses divided into instructional units presented in sequential order
representing definite progressions. Minimum standards of personal skill required for satisfactory completion of each activity unit.
Call:
Call:
CaIl:
Call:
CaIl:
Call:

July 5 - July 28
1166 MW-9 Swimming
2:00 - 2:50
1161 MW-35 Square Dance
2:00 - 2:50
11 62 M-30, W-15, EI. Archery 2:00 - 2:50
1163 MW-34 Golf
3:00 - 3:50
1164 M-13, W-IO, Tennis
3:00- 3:50
1165 MW-37 Folk Dance
3:00 - 3:50

V2 sem.
;6 sem.
'12 sem.
~ sem.
Y.!: sem.
Jh sem.

hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.
hr.

Da Bramo
Blake
Davis
Corey
Davis
Da Bramo

SCIENCE
Sc 103: ZOOLOGY I
3 sem. hr.
Animal biology-familiarity with basic laws, principles, and theories of
biology is a major objective. Nature and interpretation of life. Type studies of
increasingly complex forms of animal life. Man's applications of biological
discoveries.
6 weeks
Call: 1085
10:00-11:50
Room: 207
Wilson
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� 108:EARTH SCIENCE-METEORDLOGY
3 sem. hr.
Earthmaterials, processes of landform building and degradation, elements
ofweatherand climate and soils. In addition to field trips the laboratory work
neolvesa study of rocks, minerals, soils. topographic and weather maps.
6weeks
Call: 1086
9:00 -10:50
Room: 106
Brownell

Sc 207: PHYSICS

3 sem. hr.
Fundamental mechanics. Emphasizes the application of physical principlesto human physical activity. Includes mechanical analysis of athletic activitiessuchas lever action of skeletal parts, buoyancy in aquatics, role of manometers,momentum and energy relationships, accelerated motion, heat measurement.Not available to students who have had Sc 111 except by permission of
theScience Department.
6 weeks
Call: 1087

7:35 - 8:50

Rom:

210

Kullman

Sc 704: FIELD BOTANY
3 sem. hr.
Collection, identification, and classification of vascular plants of central
New York.Emphasis on the evolution of vascular plants. Prerequisite: Science
103. Not open to students credited with Science 513. Field trips by arrangemeet.
6 weeks

Call: 1089

2: 00 - 3 : 15

Room:

206

Clemens

Sc105: FIELD BIOLOGY
3 sem. hrs.
The plants and animals of ponds, lakes, streams, bogs, woods and fields
of the Adirondack region. Activities will be centered about the Huntington
MemorialCamp on Raquette Lake, N. Y. Students will live at the Camp,
where meals, lodging will be provided at reasonable additional expense. The
CQUl1e
will run for three weeks, with morning lectures and the afternoon field
trips; all-day trips occasionally. Pre-registration required. Prerequisites: Sc 103,
Sc 203, or by permission of instructor.
3 weeks
Call: 1090
Gustafson
(1/5-1122)
Sc 112: ORNITHOLOGY
3 sem. hr.
Behavior, environmental relationships, classification, and identification of
birds. Prerequisite: Science 103. Not open to students credited with Sc 512.
Early morning field trips by pre-arrangement.
6 weeks
Call: 1091
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 207
Wilson
Sc 123: INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
3 sem. hrs,
History, occurrence, range, and significance of jossil fauna, including
classification and morphology. Field trips by pre-arrangement.
Prerequisite: Sc
108 or equivalent.
6 weeks
Call: 1092

12:00-1:15

Sc 125: GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK STATE

Room:

106

Craft

3 sem, hr.
events leading to their

Landforms of New York State and geological
development.Frequent field trips by pre-arrangement.
3 weeks
Call: 1093
1:30-4:50
Room:
(1124-8/11 )

Craft

106
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Sc 813: WORKSHOP IN EARTH MATERIALS
2 scm. hr.
Physical properties and the formation of minerals, rocks, and soils. Individual collections made. Prerequisite: Sc 108. Frequent off-campus trips, by
pre-arrangement.
6 weeks
Call: 1094
1:30-2:50
Room: 106
Brownel1
Sc 8J4: APPLIED PHYSICS
3 sem. hr.
Advanced study of principles of physics with applications to electronics,
mechanics, and nuclear fission. Prerequisite: Sc 207 or 210 or equivalent.
6 weeks
Call: 1095
10:00-1]:50
Room: 210
Kullman

SOCIAL STUDIES
SS 101: GENERAL GEOGRAPHY
3 scm. hr.
Basic geographic principles through the study of the interplay of human
activities and the natural environment, as it affects cultural and economic
patterns. Prerequisite: Sc 108 or its equivalent.
8 weeks
Call: 1096
11:00 - 11: 50
Room: 106
Brownell
SS 201: AMERICAN HISTORY I
3 sem. hr.
The development of the American way of life. Focuses attention upon our
cultural heritage, and the great social, economic and political movements which
created our nation.
8 weeks
Call: 1097
10:00 -10:50
Room: 130
Ray
SS 202: AMERICAN HISTORY 11
3 sem. hr.
Continuation of Social Studies 20], emphasizing forces and issues of our
times.
6 weeks
Call: 1099
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 209
Rogers
SS 204: MODERN EUROPE
3 scm. hr.
Selected topics from the pageant of history which show man's progress in
the attainment of political and human rights, important scientific and cultural
contributions, the effect of the Industrial Revolution on men and nations, and
the forces contributing to peace and war.
8 weeks
Call: 1098
9:00 - 9:50
Room: 130
Ray
SS 520: AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
3 sem. hr.
The framework of our national government, its organization, its application to our national life and its evolutionary changes in our modern age.
6 weeks
Call: llOO
10:25 -11 :40
Rom: 217
Bahon
SS 521: INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
3 sem. hr.
Sociological principles and their application to personal and social problems. Attention to the processes of social interaction and their outcomes for
human behavior.
6 weeks
Call: 1101
9:00 -10:15
Room: 108S
Goodman
6 weeks
Call: 1102
9:00 - 10: 15
Room: 209
Palm
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SS618: FOUNDiNG OF THE AMERICAN NATION
2 sem. hr.
Coversthe period from 1763 to 1790, with attention to all phases of the
Revolutionaryperiod, to the economic, social and political problems of the
"CriticalPeriod," and to t.he establishment of the new nation.
6 weeks
Call: 1I03
12:00 -12:50
Room: 1I2
Ray
SS702: ISSUES IN AMERICAN HISTORY
3 sem, hr.
American history background. Requires a basic knowledge of the subject.
Attentionto the changing front of historical scholarship, such as the revisionist
theoriesin regard to the Turner frontier thesis.
6 weeks
Call: 1104
10:25 - 1I :40
Room: 406
Rogers
SS704: RECENT AMERICAN HISTORY
2 sem. hr.
Analysis of the emergence of modern economic problems and their effect
upon political policy and reform during the Populist and Progressive eras.
Studyof the economic and political problems of the 1920's, the New Deal,
and the Truman and Eisenhower administrations.
6 weeks
Call: 1105
10:OOvlO:50
Room: P124
Johnson
SS709: SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
3 sem, hr.
The sociological functions of educational institutions. The school, social
class and the community. Analysis of the teacher's role, career patterns and
professionalgroups. The organization and culture of school and college.
6 weeks
Call: 1106
7:35 - 8:50
Room: 106
Goodman
SS710: MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
3 sem. hr.
A combination of the scientific and practical interests and approaches to
thestudy of problems of courtship, marriage, parenthood, and the family as a
socialinstitution.
6 weeks
Call: Il07
12:00 - 1: 15
Room: P227
Palm
SS 713: GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA
3 sem. hr.
The geographic factors of physical environment and human activities on
theworld's largest land mass as a basis of understanding the cultural, economic,
andpolitical problems of the Far East.
6 weeks
Call: 1108
10:25 - 11:40
Room: 112
McDermott
SS 722: ORGANIZATION OF SOCIETY
2 sem. hr.
The nature, functioning, interrelations, and changes in the major social
institutions: family, economic, governmental,
religious, educational, recreational,and penal. Not open to students who have completed SS 52!.
6 weeks
Call: 1109
II :00 - II : 50
Room: 10
Brooks
SS 725: THE UNITED STATES AND THE WORLD
2 sem. hr.
Appraisal of our present foreign problems, with study of their origin and
historical development throughout
the twentieth century. Use of primary
sourcesinsofar as possible.
6 weeks
Call: 1110
9:00-9:50
Room: P124
Johnson
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SS 727: THE AMERICAN WEST
2 sem. hr.
The different types of frontier and the manner in which each has reacted
upon the nation. An evaluation of the current social. economic and political
forces at work particularly in the regions of the Trans-Mississippi West, with
emphasis on their relations to national and international problems.
6 weeks
Call: 1111
12:00--12:50
Room: 108S
Ralston
SS 732: RACES AND MINORITIES
2 sem. hn.
The social significance of differential definition and treatment of the human
groups known as "races" and "minorities."
6 weeks
Call: 1112
8:00 - 8:50
Room: 129
Brooks
SS 739: MODERN POLITICAL MOVEMENTS
2 sem. hr.
Analysis of the influence of such movements and ideologies as Communism, Socialism, Fascism, Zionism, European Federalism, and World Government.
6 weeks
Call: 1113
8: 00 - 8: 50
Room: lI2
Bahou
SS 745: CONSUMER ECONOMICS
3 sem.lv.
Analysis of the many ways in which people come in contact with our economic order; interpretation of economic trends and economic principles; analysis of personal economic problems.
6 weeks
Call: 1114
9:00 ~ 10:15
Room: Bl
Ralston
SS 747: ENGLISH SOCIAL HISTORY
3 sem. hr.
Thorough examination of the causes and consequences of the Glorious
Revolution and the development of the party and cabinet system. Investigation
of economic and intellectual currents leading to constitutional reform in the
nineteenth century, the impact of World Wars I and U, and recent economic
and political changes.
6 weeks
Call: IllS
12:00-1:15
Room: 15
Cahill
SS 752: CHINESE CIVILIZATION
2 sem. hr.
The Chinese people, various aspects of their culture, and their contributiona to civilization.
2 weeks
Call: lII6
12:30 - 3:30
Room: 108N
Meng
(7/5-7/15 inc. Sats.)
SS 753: WORKSHOP IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
3 sem. hr.
An analysis of critical areas of public policy and how it is formed. Particular emphasis is given to New York State and to local political party and
interest group organization and activities. Lectures, individual and group conferences with leaders in these fields will involve day trips to Syracuse and
Rochester, as well as the second week (Aug. 20-25) in New York City. Stress
is placed on the adaptation of ideas and materials for effective classroom
teaching.
Some additional expenses will be involved in the trips. For details of the
program, schedule and costs write to Mr. William Rogers at the college.
3 weeks
CaU: 1117
9:00 ~ 1:50
Room: P124
Rogers
(8/14-8/30 inc. Sats.)
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SS156: PROBLEMS IN ECONOMICS
2 sem, hr.
Selected concepts in economics chosen to improve economic understanding.The U. S. economy. economic growth, business cycles, national income,
etc.Special attention to needs of teachers and to economic understandings and
materialsin public schools. NOTE: Several scholarships, paying forty dollars
each(to cover tuition, fees and books) are available for this workshop. Applicationsshould be addressed to Dr. Leonard Ralston, State University College
of Education, Cortland prior to April 1st.
2weeks
Call: 1123
12:30-3:30
Room: l08N
Leamer
(7111·7128)
SS806: WORLD GEOGRAPHY
3 sem. hr.
An advanced seminar on man and his occupance of the earth. Systematic
treatmentof world distribution of complex geographic phenomena and their
relationto culture regions.
6 weeks
Call: 1118
9:00 -10:15
Room: 112
McDermott
SS810: POPULATION PROBLEMS AND EUGENICS
The social significance of population mass, distribution,
eugenics.
6 weeks
Call: 1119
10:00 - 10:50
Room: 15

2 sem, hr.
migration, and
Brooks

SS 812: NATIONALISM IN MODERN TIMES
3 sem, hr.
Dynamic movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the
struggle of various peoples for freedom, liberation, and independence.
6 weeks
Cal1: 1120
7:35 - 8:50
Room: B2
Cahill
SS820: AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES
2 sem, hr.
Study and analysis of the evolution of American
political parties and
their practices. Special emphasis on the contribution
of the parties in the
nation'ssystem of government.
6 weeks
Cal1: 1121
9:00-9:50
Room: 206
Bahou
SS821: GREEK AND ROMAN CIVILIZATION
2sem.hr.
Emphasis on independent
study of primary source materials in the
variousareas of inquiry: History, Philosophy, Letters, Government, Religion
and Military Science-by
analyzing such specific contributors as Herodotus,
Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, Seneca, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Themistocles, Alexander, Caesar and St. Paul.
6 weeks
Call: 1122
12:00-12:50
Room: P206
Johnson
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APPLICATION FOR HOUSING IN
COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALLS
Please fill out this application and mail to the Dean of Women or Dean of
Men, State University College of Education, Cortland, New York.
Mr.
Mrs.
Name Miss
First

Last

Home Address

Dates of attendance at Summer Session 1961:
From __~

~

to

"_

Each dormitory room accommodates only two persons. Please check your
reservation. Reservations are given priority according to date received. Reservations for single rooms must be filed by June 1st.
2 in a room-$42.00

for 6 weeks

___ 1 in a room-$60.00

for 6 weeks

_2 in a room-$56,OO

for 8 weeks

_1 in a room-$80.00

for 8 weeks

________
No. of weeks @
(double)
.

$7.00 per week

No. of weeks @ $10.00 per week
(single)

Checks for correct amount should be enclosed with this sheet. Make checks
payable to "State University College of Education-Cortland."
The Cortland Laundry will have a representative in Neubig Hall from 1:00
to 6:00 P.M. on July 4 and July 5. If you wish linen service-2
sheets, 1
pillowcase, 2 towels and 1 washcloth per week-you
may sign up for these.
The charge is $6.00 for the six weeks session, $8.00 for the eight weeks session.
DO NOT SEND LAUNDRY MONEY WITH APPLICATION.
Please check the following:
~. __Graduate student

Age:

___ Undergraduate

Class:

.

a. Regularly enrdlled Cortland student

____b. Summer student only

_
Seruor
Junior
Sophomore

_____
Dental hygienist

Freshman

_____
Nurse Teacher

Accelerate

A LIMITED NUMBER OF COLLEGE DORMITORY FACILITIES WILL
BE RESERVED FOR MARRIED STUDENTS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, WRITE MISS SHIRLEY WILSON, DEAN OF WOMEN.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
r-TR-A-N-S-F-E-R""
STUDENTS

Cortland, New York

APPLICATION
FOR ADMISSION TO SUMMER SESSION,
For those transferring summer work to another college

1961

Mr.

Miss
Mrs.
Address

is a (graduate-undergraduate)

student in good standing at

College
Location

"

and has permission

.

~.

to enroll in the following

_

courses

at Cortland

College:

Semester Hours

Courses

Alternate Courses:

Signed

...

.__ ------------------------Dean of the College to which
credit is to be transferred

Dale:

\[ail as soon as possible to the Dean of the College, College of Education,
Cortland, New York.
Also mail Advanced Registration

Form.
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